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This paper introduces an analytical approach for studying lexicography in general- 
ized network problems. The equations obtained can help us to understand and to 
extend the existing theory. First, it is verified that all nonzero elements have the 
same sign in each row vector of a basis inverse for a generalized network (GN) prob- 
lem with positive multipliers. However, this property does not necessarily hold when 
there exist negative multipliers. Second, we developed a strategy to select the dropping 
arc in the GN simplex algorithm when addressing GN problems with positive and 
negative multipliers. This strategy is also based on lexicography and requires per- 
forming some comparisons. However, the values to be compared are already known 
since they can be obtained as a by-product of the calculations necessary to compute 
the basis representation of the entering arc. Consequently, the computational effort 
per pivot step is O(n) in the worst case. This worst case effort is the same as that 
required by the strongly convergent rules for selecting the dropping arc in the method 
of strong convergence. 

Keywords: Linear programming, generalized networks, simplex method, degeneracy, 
lexicography, cycling. 

1. Introduction 

Let  G = (Jg', ~¢) be a directed connec ted  general ized ne twork  (GN)  wi th  
X = set o f  nodes,  ~¢ = set o f  arcs, where  I~ ' [  = n, 1~¢[ = m and  ~¢ m a y  con ta in  
self-loops at  some or  all the nodes.  Unl ike  in pure  ne tworks ,  flows in G N  are sub- 
ject  to a l inear gain  or  loss as they  travel  t h r o u g h  the arcs, i.e., i f  a f low of f / j  uni ts  
enters an  arc (i, j )  a t  its tail  node  i, it becomes  PuJ~J uni ts  by  the t ime it reaches the 
head  node  j ;  the fac tor  p/j is k n o w n  as the mult ipl ier  associated wi th  arc (i, j ) ;  andfz;/ 
is k n o w n  as the f low in arc (i, j )  or  the flow variable associa ted  wi th  it. The  general  
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problem, known as the generalized minimum cost flow problem (GMCF) on G is 

Minimize ~ cijfij 
( i , j )  E --~ 

subject to - ~ f j  + ~ PjiJ~i = bi, 
j:(i,j)E.& j:(j,i)E,x¢ 

O< fq <uij, 

iE~U, 

(i ,j)  E ~¢ff. 

(1) 

The coefficients off j ,  for (i, j )  E ~¢ and i ~ j ,  are - I  and Pij respectively in 
the constraints in (1) corresponding to nodes i and j. The coefficient off,./, for the 
self-loop (i, i) E ~¢, appears in only the constraint in (1) corresponding to node i, 
we assume that its coefficient there is scaled to be either -1  or + 1; the self-loop is 
said to be slack (surplus) self-loop depending on whether this coefficient is + 1 (or 
-1). The multiplier associated with any self-loop is by definition +1. In (1), b i is 
the requirement at node i. The variables f.; in (1) associated with self-loops in G 
represent slack or surplus variables associated with the requirement constraint at 
iEJV. 

Currently, variants of the primal simplex algorithm implemented using the 
rooted loop labelling data structures to represent the quasitrees in the basis net- 
work [2, 4, 6] are among the most efficient practical algorithms for solving the 
GMCF. Similar to pure network flow problems, GN problems tend to be usually 
degenerate. The strongly convergent (SC) primal simplex algorithm of Elam et al. 
[2] resolves the problem of cycling under degeneracy in the GMCF. However, as 
pointed out by them, the SC algorithm works only when all the multipliers are posi- 
tive. The equivalence between strong convergence and lexicography has been estab- 
lished by Partovi [8] and Orlin [7]. In this paper, we develop an efficient 
implementation of lexicography for solving GMCF with multipliers of arbitrary 
signs. This implementation requires, in each pivot step, the same worst case effort 
as the SC rules. 

The following section presents some results on the basis inverse. Section 3 
introduces the ratio matrix R and presents an approach, based on R and lexicogra- 
phy, for selecting the dropping arc in GN with multipliers of arbitrary sign. This 
approach requires the same effort as the SC rules. Section 4 presents some conclud- 
ing remarks. 

2. Results on the basis inverse 

Since (1) is a GMCF, there are no redundant equality constraints in (1), see 
[2, 4, 6]. A basic solution for (1) corresponds to a partition of arcs in d into 
(Q, L, U), where Q = set of basic arcs in this partition, satisfying IQ[ = n, and the 
column vectors associated with arcs in Q forming a nonsingular square submatrix 
B of order n of the coefficient matrix A of (1). The nonbasic arcs are partitioned 
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into L, U which are respectively the sets of nonbasic arcs on which the flow is equal 
to the lower bound and capacity respectively. B is known as the working basis 
associated with the partition (Q, L, U). The basic solution of (1) corresponding to 
the partition (Q, L, U) is obtained by fixing the flows on the arcs in L (U) at their 
lower bound (capacity) and then evaluating the flows on the remaining basic arcs 
so as to satisfy the equality constraints. The partition is said to be primal feasible 
if the flows on basic arcs satisfy the lower and upper bounds. 

The basic arcs in Q in a partition (Q, L, U) form a spanning subgraph of G, 
with one or more connected components, each of which is a quasitree, i.e., a tree 
with one additional arc which may be a self-loop. So each quasitree contains a cycle 
which may be a self-loop. In rooted loop labelling, node labels are defined in each 
quasitree separately. If the cycle in a quasitree is a self-loop it is considered to be a 
forward (reverse) arc if it is a slack (surplus) arc, and it is the unique root node for 
the quasitree. If the cycle in a quasitree is not a self-loop, then an arbitrary pre- 
decessor direction is selected for it, and the in-cycle arcs are classified as forward 
or reverse accordingly. When the cycle arcs are deleted from a quasitree, we obtain 
a node disjoint collection of trees called its tributary trees. Each tributary tree 
contains exactly one cycle node which is its root node. Arcs in the tributary trees 
are classified as forward arcs if they are directed away from the root node, reverse 
otherwise. 

Let S be a subset of Q. FOR(S) and REV(S) denote the sets of forward and 
reverse arcs in S. The labelling of nodes is such that, if (i, j )  E FOR(Q) then i is a 
predecessor of j; i is a successor o f j  otherwise. The collective gain/loss factor of S, 
!b(S), is defined to be 

H 
~(S) = (~'j) ~ REV(S) 

II po 
(i,j) 6 FOR(S) 

where H(i,j)~s pij is defined to be +1 if S = 0. 
The predecessor path of a node g in a quasitree, denoted by ~g (the same sym- 

bol will also be used to denote the set of nodes or the set or arcs on it) is obtained by 
a trace of the predecessor indices beginning with g, and terminates when a node 
repeats. So ~g repeats no arcs, and always contains the cycle or self-loop in the qua- 
sitree containing g. The symbol 1~ig denotes the portion of the predecessor path of g 
up to node i if i is an ancestor of g, or the empty path otherwise. 

Let B be the basis associated with a partition (Q, L, U). Since rows, columns of B 
are associated with nodes in ~ arcs in Q respectively; rows, columns o fB  -1 are asso- 
ciated with arcs in Q, nodes in X respectively. Let ~.(k) = column of B -1 associated 
with node k, ~/(.) = row of B -I associated with arc (i, j )  ~ Q and j3t/(k ) = entry in 
B -1 in row associated with (i, j )  E Q and column associated with node k. Then 
B/3. (k) = I.k, the kth column vector of the unit matrix of order n; i.e., 13. (k) is the vector 
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of flow values on the basic arcs in Q to satisfy a requirement of one unit at node k and 
zero units at all other nodes, with zero flows on all nonbasic arcs. From this we see that 
/3~(k) ~ 0 iff (i, j )  E ~k. Actually, see [2, 6], 

f (k) = (2) 

where 6 = 0  if (i,j) ~ k , + l  if ( i , j )  E FOR(~k) ,  or - 1  if (i,j) E REV(~k);  
a = [ 1 -  ~b(Ck)] -I if (i, j) is on the non-self-loop cycle Ck in the quasitree 
containing node k, or 1 otherwise. Result 1 follows from (2). 

RESULT 1 

For  (i, j )  E Q and k E Jr ' ,  f/j(k) = 0 if (i, j )  ¢f ~k; f~/(k) ¢ 0 otherwise. 

RESULT 2 

From the above, if p, q are any pair of  nodes in the same quasitree containing 
an arc (i,j), then fo(P) and flu(q) are both nonzero iff (i,j) E ~pM~q, and 

~(~x~) o , ,  flij(P) -~--~xq)Pijtq) if x ~ y and (i,j) E ~yx, 

or x = y and (i, j )  E ~x; 

~b(~yp) ~ , , if x ¢ y and (i, j )  E ~'xy, flu(P) = lp(~yq) /JiJ'(q) 

where x = the node in ~ such that ~xp = ~p\~q, Y = the node in ~q such that 
~yq = ~q\~p. See fig. 1. 

Note  that nodes x and y are only defined when nodes p and q belong to 
the same quasitree. These results follow because ~b(~:o)= ~b(~xp)~l,(~ix) and 
~(~,.q) = ~b(~xq)~l,(~.x) if either x = y and (i, j )  E ~'x or if x ~ y and (i, j )  E ~yx; 
~])(~ip) = ~b(~yp)~)(~iy) and ~b(~iq ) = ~b(~yq)~J(~iy ) if x 7 ~ y and (i, j )  E ~xy- 

Result 2 directly leads to the following result: 

RESULT 3 

Ifp/j  > 0 for all ( i , j )  E Q then all nonzero entries in each row of  fl = B -1 
have the same sign. This result may not  hold ifp,y < 0 for some (i, j )  E Q. 

3. Results on the ratio matrix and the lexicographic rule 

Let (Q, L, U) be the feasible parti t ion associated with the basis B, and (p, q) 
be the entering arc in some pivot step. Let f =  (f~j : (i, j) e ~ )  be the basic feasible 
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(a!,,,x #: y and (i, j) e eVx 

n o d e  x = y 

Co) x = y and (i, j) ~ ~'~ (c) x # y and (i,j) ~ Pxy 

Fig. 1. Different relative positions of  nodes p and q and (i, j )  E ~ n ~q. 

solution (BFS) associated with (Q, L, U). In this section p, q always refer to nodes on 
the entering arc in the pivot step. Let (aij : (i, J) E Q) be the basis representation of 
(p, q), i.e., (aU) is the pivot column (or the updated column of the entering variable) 
in this pivot step. Let/3u(p),/~u(q) denote the entries in B -1 in the row associated 
with (i, j)E Q, and the columns associated with p,q. The value of au, for 
(i, j )  E Q, can be obtained by: 

{ -/3ij(P) + ppq/30.(q) 
~ i j  = /3u(P) 

-:3u(P) 

i fp  y~ q, 

i fp  = q and (p, q) is a slack self-loop, 

i fp  -- q and (p, q) is a surplus self-loop. 

(3) 

When it is primal feasible, the partition (Q, L, U) is said to be lexico primal 
feasible, see [5], if/3/j(.) is lexicopositive (~-0) for (i, j) E Q satisfying f/j = 0 and 
~3/j(.) is lexiconegative (-< 0) for (i, j )  E Q satisfyingf/j = u U. The bounded variable 
lexico simplex method [5] is initiated with a lexico primal feasible partition, and 
executed using a special dropping arc choice rule called the lexicographic rule, in 
each pivot step, to guarantee preservation of the lexico primal feasibility prop- 
erty. Let D denote the set of all the arcs in Q u {(p, q)} eligible to be the dropping 
arc in this pivot step, see [2, 4, 6]. If  D is a singleton then the dropping arc is 
identified unambiguously. However, if [D[ _> 2 then the lexicographic rule obtains 
the dropping arc (r, s) as follows: 

L E X I C O G R A P H I C  R U L E  

The dropping arc in this pivot step is (p, q) iff either (p, q) E L n D and 
(1/~g)/3/j(.) >-0 for all (i,j)E D N Q ,  or (p,q) E U M D  and (1/a0.)/3g(.) -<0 for 
all (i, j )E D M Q. Otherwise, the dropping arc is (r,s)E D such that either 
(1/~rs)/3r~(.) = lexicomin{(1/~g)/3U(.) : (i,j) E D N Q }  if(p,q)  E L or (1/~rs)/3~s(.) = 
lexicomax{(1/~/j)/30.(.) : (i,j) E D NQ}if (p ,q)  E U. 
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Notice that, from (2) and (3), a 0. ¢ 0 iff (i, j )  E ~p U t~q, and for carrying out 
the lexicographic rule, we need the rows (1/~g)/30.(.) for each (i,j) E D. For  this 
reason and since D is a subset of  ~p U ~q, see [2, 6], we define a matrix, called the 
ratio matrix, whose rows correspond to arcs (i, j )  E ~p U ~q and whose columns 
correspond to nodes k E JV. Define 

R~(k) - /3ij(k) for (i,j) E ~p tO ~q, k = 1 to n, (4) 

and let R denote the matrix (Rij(k) : (i, j)  E ~p to ~q in some order, k = 1 to n). We 
verify that both/3,j(k) and Ro.(k ) are zero for (i, j )  E (~p tO ~q)\~k.  For  each k E ,/V, 
let R.(k) denote the column vector (Rij(k) : (i, j )  E ~p U ~q). Also RO.(. ) denotes the 
row vector (Rij(k) : k  = 1 to n). It is straightforward to verify that  R.(k) is a zero 
vector if k is not a node in the quasitree containing nodes p or q. There are four 
different cases to consider. We consider each case separately. 

Case 1: p ~ q, p and q belong to different quasitrees in the basis network (~/', Q). 
Let Tp and Tq refer to the quasitree containing node p and q respectively. We 

will use Tp and Tq to also denote the set of  nodes on these quasitrees. In this case 
aij = -/30(P) = -ra~b(~.p) if (i, j )  E Oap, where 6, a are defined as in (2) for k = p; 
and ~ / =  ppq/3ij(q) = ppqra~b(~iq), where 6, a are defined as in (2) for k = q. F rom 
these facts and (4) we have 

0 [ 
Ru(k ) = ~-/3ij(p) 

[ /3u(k) 

if k E JV'\(Tp U Tq) and (i, j )  E (t~p U t~q), 

if k E Tp and (i,j) E ~p, 

if k E Tq and (i ,j)  E t~q. 

Let g denote either node p or q and hp = -1 ,  hq = ppq. From the above and 
from (2) we verify that: for (i, j ) E  ~g, k E ~g, Rij(k)= 0 if (i, j ) E  ~g\~k, 
Ro.(k)=l/(hgqJ(t~kg)) if (i ,j)  E~k\~kg,  and Ro.(k)=~b(Cg)/(hg~b(~kg)) if 
(i, j)  E ~kg N Cg, where Cg is the cycle in the quasitree containing node g. See 
fig. 2(a). 

For  g = p or  q and k E Tg\~g, define w to be the first common  node on ~g 
and ~k. So ~ w = ~ g M ~ k .  For  k E  Tg\~g, Rij(k)=O if (i ,j)  E~g \~k ,  Ru(k) = 
~b(~wk)/(hg~b(~wg)) if (i,j) Et~w\~i~wg, and Rij(k)=~b(Cg)~b(t~wk)/(hg~b(~wg)) if 
(i, j)  E ~ g  f-1 Cg. See fig. 2(b). Hence we have the following result: 

RESULT 4 

For  g = p or q and k E Tg\~g, let w be the first common  node on ~g and ~k. 
Then, R.(k) = !b(~wk)R.(w). 
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node k 

e 9  

Arcs (5) and (6) e Pkg 
Arcs (I).  (2), (3) and (4) e ~g  

(3) ~ \ ( s )  

n(x:le k q~ / / 

O node g 

(2b) k ~ Pg 

A=s (l) and(2) ~ ~',,g 
and arcs (3). (4), (5) and (6) e~ Pwg 

Fig. 2. Subcases of case 1 resulting from different relative positions of nodes k and g. 

RESULT 5 

Let g = p  or q. Let k E ~g, and Cg be the loop in the quasitree of g. 
If k E Ng\Cg, Rij(k) has the same value (= 1/(hg~b(~kg)) for all (i , j)E ~k. 
If k E Cg, then Rij(k) has the same value (=~b(Cg)/(hg~b(~kg))) for all 
(i,j) E~kgNCg; and a different but the same value (= 1/(hg~b(~kg))) for all 
(i, j) E Cg\Nkg. This follows from the above. 

Using these results, we are now ready to discuss how to implement the lexico- 
graphic rule for selecting the dropping arc from the set D of eligible dropping arcs in 
this pivot step. This requires finding the lexicomin or lexicomax among rows R0.(. ) 
of the ratio matrix for (i, j )  E D. Recall that all arcs in D belong to ~p U 9~q. Let N 
be the set of nodes contained in the quasitrees o fp  or q. For this computation we 
need to consider only columns of the (Ru(k)) matrix for k E N, since Ru(k ) = 0 
whenever k ~ N. 

The work required is to examine the columns R.(k) for k E N in serial order. 
In each column we have shown (see result 5) that there are at most two distinct non- 
zero entries and, for every k E ~p U ~q, each of these nonzero entries can be com- 
puted by performing a division and a multiplication operation using the collective 
gain loss factors of paths along ~j,, ~q that were already obtained as a byproduct 
during the computation of the pivot column. Thus, to perform the comparison 
for finding the min or max among rows corresponding to (i, j )  E D, in each column 
R.(k) for k ~ ~p U ~q, takes at most a constant amount of work (three multipli- 
cations, divisions; and three comparisons). For k E N\(C~p U ~q), let w be the first 
common node of ~k with ~p U ~q as defined earlier. By result 4, the column 
R.(k) is ~b(~wk)R.(w) and the comparison for finding the minimum or maximum 
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in this column among rows corresponding to (i, j )  E D, needs only the sign of¢(~wk) 
beyond the entries in R.(w) which were already obtained above since w E ~p U ~q. 
For this we define sgn(k), for each k E N\(~p U ~q), to be the sign of ¢(~wk). 

We show that sgn(k) can be computed for all k E N\(~p U ~q) with a total of 
at most O(n) effort. First consider the quasitree ofp. Let N1 be the set of nodes in 
this quasitree not in ~p. For each node a E Ni adjacent to ~p (i.e., there exists an arc 
(a, d) joining a and a node don  ~p) make sgn(a) = (sign of the multiplier of (a, d)). 
Now find a node al in Nl whose sign is not determined yet, but which is connected 
by an arc, say (a I , a0), to a node a 0 E N1, whose sign is already determined. Make 
sgn(al) = (sgn(ao)) (sign of the multiplier of (al, a0)). Repeat in the same way until 
sgn(a2) is determined for all a2 E N~. Then do the same for the quasitree of q. This 
whole work requires examining each of the arcs in (Tp U Tq)\(~p U ~q) once, and 
hence takes at most O(n) effort. 

Case 2:p ~ q, p and q belong to the same tributary tree in a quasitree in (JV', Q). 
Let T refer to the quasitree containing p and q. We will use T to also denote 

the set of nodes on this quasitree. As defined earlier (see fig. 1), x here denotes the 
first common node on ~p and ~q. Note that x is also a node on the same tributary 
tree of p and q. Here let g denote one of the three nodes p, q or x. Let hp = - I ,  
hq =ppq, h x = -~b(~xp  ) -[-Ppq~J(~xq)" For each (i, j )  E : p  U ~i~q, associate the node 
g to be p if (i, j )  E ~xp, q if (i, j )  E :~xq, and x if (i, j )  E :x-  Then, as before, for 
(i, j )  E ~p U :q ,  and for k ~ W, 

0 if k E Jff\T, 

Ro.(k ) = /3u(k ) 
~ )  if k E T and g is the g-node associated with (i, j ) .  

Note from (3) and (4) that hg/30.(g ) = -fl0(P) if (i,j) E ~xp, =Ppq/30(q) if 
( i , j)  E ~xq, and equals -/3ij(P) +ppq/3ij(q) if ( i , j)  E ~x- From the above and (2), 
we obtain the following: 

0 

-1  

1 

Ppq~b(~kq) 
Rij(k)-- ¢(~xk_____)) 

hx 
1 

¢(c) 

if k E JV and (i,j) E (~'p U~q)\~k,  

if k E ~xp and (/, j )  E ~xk, 

if k E ~xq and (i, j )  E ~xk, 

if k E ~ p  U ~xq and (i, j )  E ~ ,  

if k E ~x and (i, j )  E ~x\~kx, 

if k E ~x and (i, j )  E ~kx Yl C. 
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It is straightforward to verify the following result corresponding to result 4 
under case 1. 

RESULT 6 

Let k • T~(~p u ~q). Let w be the first common node on ~p U ~q and ~k. 
Then, R. (k) = ~b(~wk)R.(w). 

From these results we know that the number of distinct nonzero values in the 
column R. (k) for each k • Jg" is at most two in this case. Using this and the same 
arguments as in case 1 the lexicographic rule can be implemented in this case also 
with at most O(n) effort. 

Case 3: p ~ q, p and q belong to different tributary trees in the same quasitree in 
(sV', Q). 

Let T refer to the quasitree containing p and q. We will use T to also denote 
the set of nodes on this quasitree. Nodes x and y are as defined in remark 1 (see fig. 
1). Note that x (y) is the root node of the tributary tree containing node p (q). Let 
h p = - l ,  hq = ppq, hx = -~b(~xp) -b ppq~b(~xq ), and hy = -~b(~yp) + ppq~b(~yq). 
From (2), (3) and (4) we obtain: 

Rij(k ) = 

0 
-1  

1 

Ppq b( kq) 
¢ (  'xk ) 

hx 

1 

1 
hy¢( ky) 

¢(c) 
hx¢( kx) 

¢(C) 

if k E sV and (i ,j)  • (~p U~q)k~k, 

if k • ~xp and (i, j )  • ~xk, 

if k • ~yq and (i, j)  • ~yk, 

if k • ~,p U~yq and (i,j) • ~yx, 

if k • ~xp U~yq and (i , j)  • ~xy, 

if k • ~y~ and (i, j )  • ~yk, 

if k • ~xy and (i, j )  • ~xk, 

if k • ~xy and (i, j )  • ~yx or 

k • ~y~ and (i, j )  • ~kx, 

if k • ~yx and (i, j )  • ~ y  or 

k • ~xy and (i , j)  • l~i~ky. 
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Again, similar to case 1, if we obtain the equations for Rij(k) for 
k E T~(t~p U ~q), it is straightforward to verify the following result corresponding 
to result 4 under case 1. 

RESULT 7 

Let k E T~(~p U ~q). Let w be the first common node on ~p U t~q and t~ k. 
Then, R. (k) = ¢(~wk)R. (w). 

From these results we know that the number  of distinct nonzero values in the 
column R. (k) for each k E JV is at most  three in this case. Using this and the same 
arguments as in case 1, the lexicographic rule can be implemented in this case also 
with at most O(n) effort. 

Case 4: p = q, (p, q) is a self-loop. 
Let T refer to the quasitree containing p and q. We will use T to also denote 

the set of  nodes on this quasitree. In this case ~/j = -/3/j(p) if (i, j )  E ~p and (p, q) is 
a surplus self-loop; and ao =/30(P) if (i, j )  E ~p and (p, q) is a slack self-loop. Let 
hp = - 1 or + 1 depending on whether the entering arc is a surplus or slack self-loop. 
F rom these facts and (4), 

l 
0 

Rv.(k) = ~ij(k) 
hpZ,j(p) 

if k E ~ r \  T and (i, j )  E t~p, 

i f k  E T a n d  (i,j) E ~p. 

Let C be the loop in T, different from the self-loop (p, q). F rom the above and 
from (2) we verify that: 

0 1 

Rij(k)= hp¢(~kp) 
¢(c) 

if k E W and (i, j )  E ~p\~k, 

if k E ~p and (i,j) E ~k\~kp, 

if k E C and (i, j )  E ~kp M C. 

Again, it is straightforward to verify the following result corresponding to 
result 4 under case 1. 

RESULT 8 

Let k E T ~ p .  Let 
R . ( k )  = 

w be the first common node on t~p and ~k. Then, 
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From these results we know that the number of distinct nonzero values in the 
column R. (k) for each k E Jg" is at most two in this case. Using this and the same 
arguments as in case 1, the lexicographic rule can be implemented in this case 
also with at most O(n) effort. 

5. Conclusion and extensions 

This paper introduces an analytical approach for studying lexicography in 
the generalized network simplex algorithm. The equations obtained help us to 
understand and to extend the existing theory. First, it is verified that all nonzero 
entries have the same sign in each row vector of the basis inverse for a generalized 
network problem with positive multipliers. However, this property does not 
necessarily hold when there exist negative multipliers. Second, we developed a 
special implementation of the lexicographic rule for the GN simplex algorithm 
when addressing GN problems with positive and negative multipliers. This strategy 
evidently avoids cycling and, unlike the SC rules, it requires performing some 
comparisons. However, the values to be compared are already known since they 
can be obtained as a by-product of the calculations necessary to compute the basis 
representation of the entering arc. Consequently, the computational effort per pivot 
step is O(n) in the worst case analysis. This worst case computational effort is the 
same as that required by the SC rules for selecting the dropping arc in the method 
of strong convergence. This is an improvement since classical implementations of 
the lexicographic rule require a worst case effort of order O(n2). 

The following extensions will be explored in a subsequent paper. First, due to 
the special characteristics of the matrix R from section 3, the comparisons 
mentioned above can be performed if one knows only the signs of the elements to 
be compared. Hence, although the actual values are obtained without any 
additional work, they are not really necessary. Simple rules can be introduced so 
that the comparisons can be realized by using only the sign information. More 
efficiency can be expected since comparing Boolean variables requires less effort 
than comparing real ones. Moreover, memory requirements should decrease. 
Second, the matrix R allows us to develop a constructive proof of the equivalence 
between the strongly convergent and the lexicographic rule. This approach is 
more enlightening than existing methods for showing this equivalence. 
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